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The Rise of Modern China 1983

the third edition of this outstanding textbook vividly describes china

s extraordinary metamorphosis from a traditional self sufficient

empire into a modern nation professor hsü surveys the main

currents of modern chinese history from 1600 to the present

focusing throughout on the forces that shaped china s political

diplomatic intellectual social and economic history completely

revised and up to date the text now devotes considerable coverage

to the period from 1949 to 1981 and includes an entirely new

section on china since the death of mao

Modern China in Transition 1995

now available in a new updated edition this groundbreaking book

on post mao china written by the distinguished asian scholar

immanuel c y hs u explores the astonishing transformation that has

occurred there since mao zedong s death in 1976 china s leaders

have launched an ambitious modernization program aimed at

making their nation a relatively prosperous socialist state by the

year 2000 along with the first edition s examination of the
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smashing of the gang of four the evolution of a new order under

deng xiaoping the manner and costs of modernization the

normalization of relations with the united states and the prospects

for reunification with taiwan the second edition offers an insider s

view into china s policies of accelerated economic development

and opening to the outside world adopted at a december 1978

party conference focusing on the cultural impact of these policies

hs u candidly reveals both the improved standard of living and the

serious fundamental problems including high inflation widespread

corruption crises in leadership loss of faith in communism and

especially the recent student protests resulting from these recent

developments the new edition also includes a postscript which

takes into account the causes and consequences of the tian an

men square massacre in june of 1989

The Rise of Modern China 1977

this book explores the cultural bridges connecting george bernard

shaw and his contemporaries such as charles dickens and arthur

miller to china analyzing readings adaptations and connections of

shaw in china through the lens of chinese culture li details the
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negotiations between the focused and culturally specific

standpoints of eastern and western culture while also investigating

the simultaneously diffused multi focal and comprehensive

perspectives that create strategic moments that favor cross cultural

readings with sources ranging from shaw s connections with his

contemporaries in china to contemporary chinese films and

interpretations of shaw in the digital space li relates the global

impact of not only what chinese lenses can reveal about shaw s

world but how intercultural and interdisciplinary readings can shed

new light on familiar and obscure works alike

The Rise of Modern China 1970

in the first half of the twentieth century china moved from a

millennium of imperial rule to the communist party led people s

republic of china which remains today china in transformation

argues that this enormously significant period in chinese history

saw wrenching change throughout chinese society amounting to a

social cultural and political transformation this new fully revised and

updated edition takes full advantage of new research and formerly

unavailable material to analyse the fascinating processes of
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revolution reform reaction and change in china during the period

mackerras discusses the wars occupations and uprisings that

marked the period including the boxer rebellion and the japanese

occupation and includes a new chapter on postwar china and the

civil war examines nation building and revolutions including the

successful communist movement that has led to the rise of today s

state acknowledges the prevalence of poverty and famine in the

period but also gives space to the areas in which there was

progress the introduction of mass secular education improvements

in the status of women and in a new chapter details significant

developments in culture literature and theatre written in an

accessible style with a rich collection of documents chronology

glossary a guide to further reading and a who s who summarising

the careers and contributions of the main figures this new edition is

essential for all those interested in understanding china s modern

history

China without Mao 1990-03-22

ユーラシアにおける発達した市場経済は生態環境の制約に直面していた なぜ西欧だけが

分岐していったのか グローバルヒストリーの代表作
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The Rise of Modern China 1970

i a listing of ma xiangbo s books translations and articles ii a listing

of ma xiangbo s letters iii articles and commentaries concerning ma

xiangbo in the chinese press and research literature glossary index

The Cellular and Molecular Biology of

Pattern Formation 1990

this 13 volume collection of previously out of print titles reissues

some key works in the study of mao zedong s huge influence on

china its politics economics and development into the power that it

is today foreign policy the cultural revolution the fate of opponents

chinese marxist thought all are covered here and more in this

essential reference resource

Readings in Modern Chinese History 1971

extensively revised and updated this popular text conveys the

drama of china s struggle to modernize against the backdrop of a

proud and difficult history spanning the years from china s
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humiliating defeat in the opium wars to its triumphant hosting of the

2008 summer olympics the authors narrate the major

developments of that journey the breakdown of imperial china in

the face of japanese and western encroachments sun yatsen and

the founding of the chinese republic the early struggles between

the ideologies and armies of chiang kai shek and mao zedong

china s bitter and costly war with japan the final shootout that sent

chiang to taiwan and mao to beijing the turbulent first decades of

the people s republic and the dramatic shift to a globalizing

economic strategy this edition features all new analysis of issues

facing china s leaders today including environmental challenges

rural economic developments corruption the current economic

climate china s relations with its neighbors and the united states

the latest tibet crisis and the reelection of hu jintao the authors

have also incorporated some of the latest scholarship on chinese

historical events making this the best and most up to date brief text

on modern china currently available

Bernard Shaw’s Bridges to Chinese Culture
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2016-11-10

this critical multi volume edition of mao s writings is an

indispensable guide to post 1949 chinese politics and an invaluable

research tool for anyone seeking to understand communist rule in

china

Modern China 1965

this is a study of the long run evolution of the relationship between

china and the world economy the book presents an original

interpretation of the country s socio economic processes in the

past 150 years focusing on china s interaction with the expanding

capitalist world economy the author argues that the general thrust

of china s quest for development or modernization has been to

catch up with the wealthy nations of the west and goes on to

explain the changing paths and outcomes the book proceeds

chronologically from china s mid nineteenth century incorporation to

the world economy starting from a semi colonial state to the maoist

state led industrialization after 1949 and to the post mao

liberalization and reintegration by carefully examining the patterns
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of development in these three major periods of the nation s history

it addresses fundamental issues pertaining to the making of

modern china this rigorously argued book will be a timely and

much debated contribution as the rise of china in the twenty first

century has become an issue of our time

China in Transformation 2014-06-11

this book first published in 2001 uses key oral histories to confirm

and explain the professional and private lives of post 1949 chinese

intellectuals through the focal point of chen renbing a man

personally criticised by mao zedong intellectuals have faced unique

perils in modern chinese history thousands of whom were targeted

by mao mao s prey provides invaluable insight into their

experiences and fates

大分岐 2015-05-31

this innovative interdisciplinary introduction to east asian politics

uses a thematic approach to describe the political development of

china japan and koreas since the mid nineteenth century and

analyze the social cultural political and economic features of each
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country unlike standard comparative politics texts which often lack

a unifying theme and employ western conventions of the state

political systems of east asia avoids these limitations and identifies

a common thread running through the histories of china korea and

japan this common thread is confucianism which has shaped east

asian perspectives of the universe and how it operates the text

describes and explains the ways in which each country has

employed this shared tradition and how it has affected the country

s internal dynamics responses to the outside world and its own

political development

Ma Xiangbo and the Mind of Modern China

1840-1939 1996

in the 1980s there was a wave of introducing western thoughts in

the academia of mainland china the significance of this movement

is regarded by some chinese scholars as another enlightenment

since the may 4th movement 1919 in this movement there was a

small group of chinese scholars who thought that subtle interaction

between christian thought and western culture and academic

should be noticed the aim of this book is at reporting this academic
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movement which is still active and dynamic today this book

includes 22 essays written by authors from mainland china and

overseas who may be intra or extra ecclesia but all of them are

prominent in their respective geographical and academic area this

is the first book introducing to the english speaking world the origin

and development of sino chirstian studies and sino christian

theology systematically

Routledge Library Editions: China Under Mao

2020-10-12

this book seeks to demystify the re ascendancy of china as a

civilization state china s politics and society are examined in the

light of its living civilization which is the only one of the ancient

civilizations that has survived to this day the book also contrasts

china s development with that of the west and japan by combining

the impact of internal political and socio economic developments in

china and its external relations from the silk routes the tribute

system to the modern day it unravels the existing myths puzzles

and paradoxes surrounding china and questions the adequacy of

most of the western political theories such as realism in
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international relations in an attempt to explicate china s re

emergence as a world power it attempts to tackle squarely the

question is china a threat to world order the book traces the

rationale for contemporary developments in china to the roots in

the country s tradition as well as foreign influences and seeks to

unravel the puzzle about the unique china model that defies

conventional thinking in political economy with its sustained and

incredibly rapid economic growth over the past three decades this

study on china s second rise provides a broad background that

includes a meaningful scrutiny of the country s behavior during its

first rise 713 1820 and beyond in comparing china s ongoing

second rise with its first ascent the book not only refocuses on and

reinterprets the example set during its first rise but also takes into

account the crucial lessons it learned during its century in eclipse

in the interregnum for the effects they have on the country s

current orientation and behavior the book follows an

interdisciplinary approach combining the cultural intellectual

historical normative ideological and social scientific perspectives to

lend a more solid grasp of the present day china it ends with an

educated speculation based on the foregoing analyses on the

contours of a pax sinica that is likely to result from the impact of
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china s second rise as a world power

Modernization and Revolution in China

2015-05-18

this collection offers fresh perspectives on sino western cultural

relations with particular regard to the experience of christianity in

china the contributors include authorities from china including hong

kong and taiwan europe including russia and eastern europe and

north america

中国革命の起源 1989

china is on the rise in the globalized world the relationship between

china and the united states has become the most important global

issue in the twenty first century it is urgent to understand what is

happening in china and where china is heading however there are

many misconceptions about china in the west which affect

westerners ability to objectively understand china and ultimately

influence the making of foreign policy toward china the author

attempts to challenge the misconceptions coming from both
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western societies and china and offer an integrated picture of

contemporary china through systematically examining the major

aspects of contemporary chinese society and culture with the most

recent data and presents convincing arguments in eighteen

chapters for spurring mutual understanding between china and the

west the author intends this book to be an interdisciplinary and

comprehensive guide to china for a general audience and it covers

a wide variety of topics including history family population chinese

women economy environmental issues politics religion media u s

china relations and other subjects this book demonstrates the

author s extensive research and thoughtful examination of many

sides of controversial issues related to china with a nice balance of

western and chinese scholarship this is one of the few that are

authored by scholars who originate from china and have their

professional career in the united states but it is distinctive from the

rest of studies on this subject in that the author is committed to

examining today s china from chinese as well as western

perspectives this is not only a scholarly book but also is suitable for

general classes on china
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The Writings of Mao Zedong, 1949-1976:

September 1945 - December 1955 1986

for more than twenty years after the communist revolution in 1949

china and most of the western world had no diplomats in each

others capitals and no direct way to communicate then in july 1971

henry kissinger arrived secretly in beijing on a mission which

quickly led to the reopening of relations between china and the

west and changed the course of post war history for the past forty

years kissinger has maintained close relations with successive

generations of chinese leaders and has probably been more

intimately connected with china at the highest level than any other

western figure this book distils his unique experience and long

study of the middle kingdom examining china s history from the

classical era to the present day and explaining why it has taken the

extraordinary course that it has the book concentrates on the

decades since 1949 presenting brilliantly drawn portraits of mao

zedong zhou enlai deng xiaoping and other chinese leaders and

reproducing verbatim kissinger s conversations with each of them

but kissinger s eye rarely leaves the long continuum of chinese
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history he describes the essence of china s approach to diplomacy

strategy and negotiation and the remarkable ways in which

communist era statesmen have drawn on methods honed over

millennia at the end of the book kissinger reflects on these

attitudes for our own era of economic interdependence and an

uncertain future on china is written with great authority complete

accessibility and with many wider reflections on statecraft and

diplomacy distilled from years of experience at a moment when the

rest of the world is thinking about china more than ever before this

timely book offers insights that no other can

China and the Global Economy Since 1840

2016-04-30

ever since the death of mao china has undergone a transformation

almost as radical as the communist revolution that mao instigated

this book tells the stories of the many difficult economic political

and social struggles that have taken place in post maoist china

using both chinese and non chinese sources alfred k ho unravels

the complexities of life in china during the past generation as ho

explains contemporary chinese are seeking to find solutions to their
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problems that reflect their own cultural values as such reform in

china cannot be seen solely as an effort to emulate the west

especially the free market and democratic united states rather ho

places current efforts at reform as part of a prolonged and

continual process by chinese to deal with their internal problems as

well as the challenges and opportunities they face as a result of

greater contact with the outside world

Mao's Prey 2018-09-18

for readers with chinese proper names and terms are identified

with their characters in the glossary and full references to chinese

japanese and other works are given in the bibliographies numerous

maps illustrate the text and there are bibliographical essay

decribing the source materials on which each author s account is

based

Political Systems of East Asia 2014-12-18

a combination of scholarly commercial and popular interests has

generated a large quantity of literature on every aspect of chinese

life during the past two decades this bibliography reflects these
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combined interests it is broken up into sections by subject

headings and cross references refer the researcher to related

topics

Sino-Christian Studies in China

2009-05-27

china s maritime power dates back thousands of years china has

one of the oldest naval traditions in the world dating from at least

the end of the warring states period in 221 bc nonetheless china

has historically been a continental state with a large ground force

and only a coastal navy with limited blue water capability the rise of

modern day china raises considerable regional and security

concerns besides economic and political competition towards

finding a rightful place in power politics of the south asian region

and hence needs a critical analysis there is a need to focus future

strategies to deal with such challenges both in the medium and

long term an effort to achieve the same has been undertaken in

this book the book is sure to stimulate further discussions on china

s navy and its ambitions foreword by srikanth kondapalli
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China Into Its Second Rise 2012

this book is one of the first scholarly analyses of the current social

constructions of chinese american masculinities arguing that many

of these notions are limited to stereotypes chan goes beyond this

to present a more complex understanding of the topic incorporating

historical references literary analysis and sociological models to

describe the construct a variety of masculine identities chan also

examines popular novels fu manchu and charlie chan films bruce

lee comic books master of kung fu and literature m butterfly

China and Christianity 2015-03-04

紀元前15世紀 彗星が地球に大接近して太陽は停止し 海水は山と盛り上がった さらに

前8世紀には 彗星に軌道を乱された火星の接近により さらなる宇宙大災変が起こる 旧

約聖書をはじめとする 世界各地に伝わる神話 伝説 古記録などを渉猟してその事実 を

大胆に論証し 欧米に大論争を巻き起こした問題の書

Chinese vs. Western Perspectives
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2013-12-04

this is a study of the circuit intendant or taotai under the ch ing

particularly the shanghai taotai it examines the institutional and

historical settings within which the taotai operated and traces the

development of the shanghai taotai office from 1730 through the

nineteenth century the focus of investigation is in examining the

adjustment of functions and responsibilities of the taotai and his

changing role in the post opium war era particularly in the contexts

of foreign relations modernisation and local politics central to the

author s interpretation is the concept of linkage man or linkage

position the shanghai taotai as a linkage man provides vital

connection and channel of communication and interaction between

two or more separate worlds or value systems and often works as

a conflict manager

On China 2011-05-17

a rusa 2007 outstanding reference title the encyclopedia of the

developing world is a comprehensive work on the historical and

current status of developing countries containing more than 750
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entries the encyclopedia encompasses primarily the years since

1945 and defines development broadly addressing not only

economics but also civil society and social progress entries cover

the most important theories and measurements of development

relate historical events movements and concepts to development

both internationally and regionally where applicable examine the

contributions of the most important persons and organizations and

detail the progress made within geographic regions and by

individual countries

China's Reforms and Reformers

2004-04-30

each of them is one in a million they number six thousand on a

planet of six billion they run our governments our largest

corporations the powerhouses of international finance the media

world religions and from the shadows the world s most dangerous

criminal and terrorist organizations they are the global superclass

and they are shaping the history of our time today s superclass has

achieved unprecedented levels of wealth and power they have

globalized more rapidly than any other group but do they have
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more in common with one another than with their own countrymen

as nationalist critics have argued they control globalization more

than anyone else but has their influence fed the growing economic

and social inequity that divides the world what happens behind

closeddoor meetings in davos or aboard corporate jets at 41 000

feet conspiracy or collaboration deal making or idle self indulgence

what does the rise of asia and latin america mean for the

conventional wisdom that shapes our destinies who sets the rules

for a group that operates beyond national laws drawn from scores

of exclusive interviews and extensive original reporting superclass

answers all of these questions and more it draws back the curtain

on a privileged society that most of us know little about even

though it profoundly affects our everyday lives it is the first in depth

examination of the connections between the global communities of

leaders who are at the helm of every major enterprise on the

planet and control its greatest wealth and it is an unprecedented

examination of the trends within the superclass which are likely to

alter our politics our institutions and the shape of the world in which

we live
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The Cambridge history of China 1980

china is today regarded as a major player in world politics with

growing expectations for it to do more to address global challenges

yet relatively little is known about how it sees itself as a great

power and understands its obligations to the world in china s global

identity hoo tiang boon embarks on the first sustained study of

china s great power identity focus is drawn to china s positioning of

itself as a responsible power and the underestimated role played

by the united states in shaping this face in 1995 president bill

clinton notably called for china to become a responsible great

power one that integrates itself into existing international institutions

and becomes a leader in solving global problems chinese leaders

were at that time already debating their future course and

obligations to the world hoo examines this ongoing internal debate

through chinese sources and reveals the underestimated role that

the united states has in this dialogue unraveling the big power

politics history events and ideas behind the emergence and

evolution of china s great power identity the book provides fresh

insights into the real world issues of how china might use its power

as it grows the question of china s role as a responsible power has
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real world implications for its diplomacy and trajectory as well as

the responses of states adjusting to these shifts the book offers a

new lens for scholars policy professionals diplomats and students

in the fields of international relations and asian affairs to make

sense of china s rise and its impact on america and global order

Area Bibliography of China 1997

as the major geopolitical power bloc asia with 4 billion people two

thirds of the world s population a huge land mass and the fastest

growing economies has shifted the global political balance empires

at war gives a dramatic narrative account of how modern asia

came into being ranging over the whole of asia from japan to

pakistan the modern history of this important region is placed in the

context of the struggle between america and the soviet union

francis pike shows that america s domination of post war asia was

a continuation of a 100 year competition for power in the region he

also argues cogently that contrary to the largely western centric

viewpoint asian nations were not simply the passive and biddable

entities of the superpowers but had a political development which

was both separate and unique with a dynamic that was largely
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independent of the superpower conflict and in conclusion the book

traces the unwinding of american influence and the end of its

empire a crucial development in international history which is

already having repercussions throughout the world

China's Maritime Ambitions and the PLA

Navy 2012-10-31

one of the most creative and brilliant episodes in modern chinese

history the cultural and literary flowering that takes the name of the

may fourth movement is the subject of this comprehensive and

insightful book this is the first study of modern chinese literature

that shows how china s confucian traditions were combined with

western influences to create a literature of new values and

consciousness for the chinese people

Chinese American Masculinities

2020-04-03

based on archival research this is a history of the russo chinese

border which examines russia s expansion into the asian heartland
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during the decades of chinese decline and the 20th century

paradox of russia s inability to sustain political and economic sway

over its domains

衝突する宇宙 2014-03-10

in this ground breaking study hsiao ting lin demonstrates that the

chinese frontier was the subject neither of concerted aggression on

the part of a centralized and indoctrinated chinese government nor

of an ideologically driven nationalist ethnopolitics instead nationalist

sovereignty over tibet and other border regions was the result of

rhetorical grandstanding by chiang kai shek and his regime tibet

and nationalist china s frontier makes a crucial contribution to the

understanding of past and present china tibet relations a

counterpoint to erroneous historical assumptions this book will

change the way tibetologists and modern chinese historians frame

future studies of the region

The Shanghai Taotai 1990
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Encyclopedia of the Developing World

2013-10-18

Superclass 2008-03-18

China's Global Identity 2018-11-01

Empires at War 2011-02-28

Modern Chinese Literature in the May Fourth

Era 1977

中国研究文献案內 1974
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Imperial Rivals 1996

Tibet and Nationalist China's Frontier

2011-01-01
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